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How I Manifested A Successful Reality

My name is Coach B Royalte. This is part of my life’s story about how I manifested success, living in one of the most violent
places in America.

Intro

I grew up on the Southside of Chicago, in a small middle class household. I attended a private elementary school, was
involved in Church activities, but this did not prevent me from joining a street gang by the age of 14. That was 21 years ago.
My intent for writing this book is to create an inspiring legacy that will outlive myself. I added as many details as possible
and did my best in writing my story in a way that will inspire others to manifest. 

Struggle

The year was 2003, and I was 19 years of age. After serving two years in the Airforce, I was released on a General, under
Honorable Condition Discharge, without a dollar to my name. The only items I possessed of any value to me was a
cellphone, a few clothing outfits, and a 1997 Ford Taurus. I was expecting a daughter to be born soon, so it was urgent for
me to begin generating revenue to provide for her. 

Upon my release, I moved in with my mother, two sisters, and stepfather. There was a group known as the Multitude that I
ran with. One of the members in the group by the name of Macio was the first to link up with me. Macio wanted the finer
things in life, like myself. The difference between us was that he was willing to be deceitful to obtain compensation and I
was not. 

It didn't take long before we were breaking into cars taking valuables like CD players that we could sell for money. We
would get $50-$100 for the CD players. This lasted for a couple of weeks until we got shot at and I almost lost my life.

My mother's lease was over and we were moving to the suburbs. I applied for a few jobs and was hired at Blockbuster. I
quit after receiving my first check because I was not pleased with what I received, and I knew I was worth much more.
Most of my childhood memories were from growing up on the Southside of Chicago. This is where my baby was being
born, and the members of the Multitude and I conducted business. So naturally, this is where I desired to be. I would visit
my grandfather, Robbie, at his house on the Southside every summer as I grew up. I asked if I could live with him, and he
agreed to let me move in. Robbie was a Veteran who unfortunately indulged heavily in alcohol.
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He made it clear that I had one month to find a job and start assisting with the monthly bills. He informed me that my
cousin needed help moving and gave me her number. After receiving the number he stated, "Call her right now so you can
have money in your pocket, because I do not have any cash for your ass." So I decided to call her and let her know that I
would help her move. I made such a good impression that she bought me dinner and gave me a tip for assisting her with
the move. She also referred me to an electrician she knew to help me obtain employment. In the military, I was an
electrical systems apprentice. So I took the reference she gave me as a potential opportunity.

Jonah, the electrician, gave me a chance as his assistant. On the first day, he left me at the job site for a full workday. He
allegedly went to get a tool, but every time I attempted to call him, he lied about where he actually was. He finally
returned to the work site, but I'd realize this would be my last day working with him. 

Survival

Ramen noodles began to be very undesirable and after squeezing the last bit of toothpaste out of the container, I knew
that I had to put myself in a better situation. I began noticing the company that Robbie kept. They were all junkies. At that
time 50 Cent had a record, "Get Rich or Die Trying", which I listened to frequently that inspired me. I saw this moment as
the perfect opportunity for me to evolve as an individual. I looked in the pantry and saw a box of sandwich bags and a
razor blade on top of a plate. I noticed the plate had crack residue. I grabbed these items and went to my bedroom. There
was a hole in the wall, and I took a piece of the drywall and chopped it up with the blade I discovered in the pantry. My
intent was to sell the dry wall as crack. Suddenly, there was a knock on the door. “It's Ralo”, said the individual at the door.
“Let him in", I yelled back. Ralo was one of my associates that I spent time with while I visited Robbie in the summertime.
Ralo instantly observed the plate I had in the room with the white substance, and gave me a look of disapproval. 

“What have you been up to”, I asked just to alleviate him from continuing to look at the plate I had in the room. He spit out
about 6 bags of what appeared to be crack from his mouth, and showed me that he was aware of what I was up to. After a
brief conversation, I asked him about any opportunities he may be aware of that would make me money. He told me
about this guy he knew from the suburbs that had a significant amount of marijuana. By this time, my child was already
born, and as a man I was in a position where I needed to make sure my family was taken care of. I intended to meet up
with the guy he told me about, and I was going to take everything he had. Ultimately, this plan was not successful without
a handgun, and I was grateful I still had my life. Now I was back in the same position I was in before this plan was thought
about. 

The next day, Macio came over and he also had the same hunger as me to obtain money. I showed him the drywall that I
put on the plate from the pantry and his response was, “perfect”. We chopped and bagged up $500 worth of what was
supposed to be crack. We split the bags in half and prepared ourselves to obtain customers. The master plan was to sit
outside of a popular crack house. We wanted to catch the junkies walking, and sell them the product we had. About an
hour went passed and we were all out of the product. 
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Macio and I had good chemistry when it came to executing a money scheme. We were both natural born hustlers. There
was two things that I knew I needed for sure to elevate to the next level. These two items were a pistol and real product to
sell to the junkies. The next day, Ralo stopped by my house and we discussed what happened the previous day with Macio
and me. I told Ralo about the two items that I needed and he was able to provide me with both. I started giving out free
samples of my product and my phone number to build my clientele. All the junkie’s knew my grandfather, and some even
used his house to “party”. This was an advantage for me because I was able to put my product in front of good potential
customers. It didn’t take long until my name began to buzz in the streets. I began to do so well with my business
operations that people began to question who I was. Ralo would tell them that I was an associate of his and that I meant
no harm. Everyone had respect for Ralo and because we were friends he made sure that everyone knew I was cool.

One time a car pulled up on me with four passengers. The driver asked me about where I was from and who I was
affiliated with. I had to act fast because I was aware if any weakness was displayed it would be exploited. I looked the
driver directly in his eyes, threw up my Multitude sign, and pulled out my pistol. The driver sped off down the street. After
that, I never had any more issues.

At this point in my life I realized that I could not display any sign of weakness or people would try me. I wasn’t proud of
what I was becoming but it felt good that I was able to provide for my daughter and myself. I was making consistent
money. Even though crack selling was illegal, I treated it like a legitimate business. My phone would constantly ring
throughout the day and night, so I had a consistent money flow. Customers would come with a pocket full of change and I
would gladly accept it. “I don’t turn down nothing but my collar”, was my favorite phrase to utilize. I was so reliable that
Robbie would complain about the traffic I had coming to his house. To calm Robbie down, I would give him money so I can
continue to operate my business on its highest level. The amount of law enforcement in the neighborhood began to
multiply, so I decided to take a class in electrical systems at a Trade School. I felt that going to school would decrease my
chances of going to prison by not being in the neighborhood all day. 

One day as I was driving home from school, my instinct told me to brace myself and I grabbed the steering wheel with
both hands. I was rear ended by another vehicle which made me make contact with the vehicle that was in front of me.
The lady that hit me got out of her car, apologized, and then called the police. Even though I was the one hit I didn’t have
insurance and I had my product with me. So I sped off with all the fluids leaking from my vehicle. The car didn’t make it
through the accident so I was forced to junk the car and use public transportation.

A few days later, as I was walking home from the bus stop, I was aggressively greeted by law enforcement. There was a
shooting in the neighborhood and allegedly, I fit the description of the shooter. The only thing I had a chance to do was lift
my hands up. 22 bags of product was discovered in my left pocket by the officer.

Heroism
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The officers took me to jail and I was placed in a holding cell with a guy named Trevon. He was there for marijuana and we
talked about getting money. His interest was sparked when I mentioned my involvement with product. He said he would
meet with me once we were released. Since this was my first felony offense I was given a bond and let free. 

Betrayal

Once released, I started back where I left off. My customers never stopped calling, so there was money to be made I
needed to have. I was connected with a valuable resource that allowed me to grow my business. My new connect fronted
me larger quantities of product. Trevon kept his word and met with me when he was released from prison. He instantly
asked about the product we discussed. I taught him everything I knew about it. I sold him product at a wholesale price so
he would make money once he resold it. He received amazing feedback. He was selling so much at a high rate that I began
to front him product, and he paid me once the product was all sold. At this point, my business was operating so well that I
was receiving customers from all throughout Illinois. A loyal customer named Rachel informed me that my house was on a
list to get raided on Tuesday. This was discussed at the Block Club Meeting. I immediately moved all contraband and shut
down my operation. On Sunday my house got raided. Robbie was on the porch drinking and the police came in. The
officers entered the house and guns were drawn. Everyone in the house was handcuffed. An officer told us that whatever
he found in the house, would be split between Robbie and me. I knew there was nothing in the house, so the officer’s
threat was meaningless to me. Robbie had a calm, blank stare. After the officers searched the home, there was nothing
that they discovered. After all of this, I still continued to hustle, but I changed how I conducted business. 

No customers were allowed to come back to my residence, because I insisted they call me instead. Rachel became one of
my most valuable and most profitable customers. She was similar as me in regards to having a natural instinct to hustle.
She would bring me money for product I distributed and also provide me with more customers. My clientele began to
grow larger, and Rachel and I became closer friends. She knew everything about me, except my government name. I went
by the name "YG" in the streets and never let anyone discover my legal identity. She was there when I bagged up product,
bought materialistic things, and spent time with my daughter. 

One day something felt very odd. On her second visit for the day she told me that “the trick wouldn’t let her get a hit, so I
hit him upside the head with a bottle." She purchased more product from me and then left abruptly. Later that day, a
customer told me that Rachel was arrested for murder. After receiving this news, I was very distraught and devastated.
She killed a guy over the product I was distributing. Shortly after I was informed, I received a call. It sounded like law
enforcement once I answered the phone. The officer wanted me to give him my full legal name. I abruptly hung up
because of the uncertainty I had regarding the officer who was requesting information from me. Ultimately, I discovered
that the person, Rachel, which I once believed was a good friend of mine actually betrayed me. 
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It was a Friday afternoon and I agreed to keep my daughter for the weekend.  I usually stored a handgun underneath the
hood of my vehicle. My instincts were telling me to take it in the house because my daughter would be riding in the vehicle
with me. I picked my daughter up and unfortunately we were stopped by police officers, who were patrolling my
neighborhood. The first place that the officer searched my vehicle was underneath the hood. At this point, I had realized
that I was being watched by the police. 

Karma Part - 1

Suddenly business began to slow down, and I couldn’t discover the reasoning behind it. I started to notice that customers
that I once provided product to, were all going to another place nearby to purchase. Some new hustlers entered the area,
and they were taking money out of my pocket. I noticed a new face walking up the street, so I decided to pull up on the
guy. As I approached the guy I assumed he was one of the new hustlers that migrated to my area. “This isn’t a free
enterprise”, I yelled out the window. He nodded his head gin agreement, and I carried on with my daily plans. I continued
to notice all the customers cutting through the alley to purchase product from the new guys.  I decided to grab my pistol
and go pay the new hustlers a visit. There was no answer, but I left a message for the new hustlers they would not forget.
The traffic continued to flow towards the new hustlers and my pockets continued to show it. A few days went by, and I
grabbed my pistols to go visit the new hustlers again. To my surprise, this time they answered the door. Two guys stepped
out the house, and I pulled out my two pistols. I told the guys the amount they were to give me every month for the
clientele they stole from me. Suddenly, we heard sirens outside the apartment complex. My first thought was that they
called the police on me, but it was false to my surprise. One of the oppositions asked me for my guns to take in the house.
He also insisted that I come inside, so I can hide from the police. At that moment, I didn’t have many options, so I did what
he insisted. This was an awkward position to be in, because I was in a house with my oppositions, and I was outnumbered.
The police officers pulled off, and they told me to come back in an hour for my guns. While walking home, I noticed a
woman staring at me out of a window from the apartment complex, so I assumed that she made the call to the police. An
hour later, I went and got my guns back as directed. I let the hustlers continue to operate business, since they saved me
from the police. A few months later they got raided and I never saw them again. 

I had other associates in the neighborhood outside of Ralo. One of them went by the name, Larry. Larry would visit me
from time to time. This one time he came by with an unfamiliar face. I instantly got bad vibes. I told him I was busy, and
that I would see him later. Once they left, I called Larry and told him never to bring anyone to my house again. I began
noticing unfamiliar cars parked by my home. I received a call from an unfamiliar number. "Who is this," I asked. It was the
guy Larry had brought with him to my house the other day. 
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He wanted to purchase a large amount of product. I told him I didn’t have anything, but I would get back with him when I
did. I continued to see different cars with tinted windows parked by my house as if they were staking out the premises. He
continued to call me every day. My instincts told me instantly that he was trying to rob me. I just so happened to be
visiting my daughter every time I got the call. I didn’t want him to run in on me with my daughter and Robbie so I decided
to take his order, so he would stop calling. I went to meet up with him and left my valuable items at home. When I met
with him, he got in my car and pulled out a gun, and aimed it towards the middle of my chest. I gave him the product, and
he was dissatisfied in the quantity I had. I brought less than half of the order he placed. Even though he had an advantage,
the look in my eyes made him feel threatened. I began thinking of my daughter so I didn’t do anything crazy. He instructed
me to take off my shoes when he got out of the car. I could see him in the mirror backing up with a gun pointed at me. I
never saw Larry or the mysterious goon again…

Karma Part - 2

As I was packaging product, I received a call from a customer, stating that law enforcement was heavy in my area towards
the corner. I began scrambling to hide product and paraphernalia. The police came right in and caught me stashing a pistol
in the vent. An officer punched me in the face, and I went down. When he discovered it was a gun I was stashing, his exact
words to me were "Damn, I could have killed you." I was informed that I was facing an armed violence which carried 9-45
years in prison. 

I was arrested and taken to the police station. Once I got to the station, I was given a choice. I was told that if I gave the
officers 3 guns, they would only charge me with “possession" which just carried a 1-3 year prison sentence. I called a
woman I was dating at the time and gave her numbers of members from the Multitude that would provide me with the
tools that the officers needed. I gave her the location to bring the guns and she did exactly what was instructed. The
officers held their end of the agreement. I was sent to the county jail, and once I arrived on the deck, I was approached by
two inmates. They asked me what was my gang affiliation and I told them. I was then pointed in the direction of the
Multitude. As I approached them, an inmate with braids stepped up. He greeted me and then asked a few question to
confirm my affiliation with the multitude. After answering the questions efficiently, I was introduced to the rest of the
Multitude.

That night, my cellmate gave me a shank. He told me if the deck goes up, anyone that doesn’t help fight gets dealt with in
the bathroom. Soon, the next group of inmates was coming in, and one in particular, caught my attention. I could see that
he was nervous. When he was asked his affiliation, he said he was neutral and not gang affiliated. They made him give
them his shoes. Later that night I heard a strange noise. The same guy that had his shoes taken was also getting his
manhood taken.  In jail, people will try you, especially if you aren’t affiliated.
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One day, as I was watching TV on the top deck, I heard a rumbling noise. I looked down, and everyone was fighting. I saw
my cellmate take a hit to the back of his head. I jumped from the top deck onto the lunch table, and dove into the guy
who hit my cellmate. I knocked him to the floor instantly. I pulled my blade out and everyone backed up. A muscular
inmate approached me and I swung the blade which cut him under his eye. Suddenly, Correction Officers came in and all
the fighting subsided. "Is there a problem here," asked one of the Correction Officers. We assured them that there was no
problem, but we were still put on lockdown. After sitting in the County Jail for 2 months, I was sentenced to one year which
was 61 days. From there I was sent to a holding facility for 14 days. I spent 23 hours in my cell and was only out of my cell
for 1 hour a day. I wasn’t able to see the sun, and they served us cold meals the size of Lunchables. There are also no
phone calls and the thought of suicide crossed my mind at some points, but I always shook it off. 

Tragedy

From there I was sent to do the rest of my time at a Low Maximum Security Facility. We slept in dorms and had a little
more freedom. I received a letter from Trevon night before my release. The moment I was released I called Trevon. He had
a nice connect, and his crack career had been doing very well. He brought me a package of product to get me back on my
feet.  I was at it again, and it didn’t take me long to get my business back operating successfully. Ralo was getting money in
a small town, and he invited me to come out there with him so we both can get money. It was more profitable to do
business with Ralo out of town, because there were more opportunities available. I sold my product I had within the first
hour of me being in town.

When I got back I told Trevon about my experience and he wanted to join me out of town. Trevon and I decided to take the
trip without informing Ralo. We had a pistol and product inside my vehicle. We were stopped by law enforcement on our
way out of town. The officer that approached the car smelled marijuana, so he demanded that we get out of the car. We
were pretty confident with our stash box until the officers released their dogs. We kept our composure as the officer began
asking us questions. The dogs started barking at the same spot the gun and product was hiding. At this point I thought we
were going down. I whispered to Trevon, "you got me right," in reference to bond money. He gave me a nod in agreement.
The officer asked us were we smoking marijuana. “Yes sir" was my reply.” He said there dog was barking at marijuana
crumbs on the floor. He decided to let us go. The thought of turning around and going home was on my mind, but Trevon
insisted we complete our mission and get the money. 

In just one day, we were headed back, sold out of product. The size of the packages I was being fronted by Trevon began to
increase. I started driving out of town every week. There was an elderly lady named Margaret who would constantly call
me for product. Despite the fact that Margaret was a junkie, she kept herself up enough to live modestly. I came up with
an idea that would be beneficial for us both. I would front her a package at a wholesale rate, and she can sell it for a profit.
She agreed, and we began to execute the idea. In approximately one month Margaret was bringing home 10,000 a week.
At this point Trevon would front me whatever I needed. He purchased a Mercedes truck and I bought a Cadillac, which
attracted the wrong attention. Our names started buzzing. We became well known in Chicago and suburban surrounding
areas. 
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Macio would reach out to me from time to time to conduct business. He would hustle, but his primary source of income
came from robbing. He developed a team that were also well known. Out of respect, Macio asked me could he rob Trevon.
"No, that’s my brother," is how I responded. I can feel that Macio was jealous of the bond me and Trevon had developed.
As time progressed, I hired transporters to go back and forth to see Margaret. 

My daughter passed away in a tragic swimming accident. This caused me to drink alcohol excessively. Trevon and
members of the Multitude attended the funeral. Everyone was there except Macio, because he had been arrested for
domestic violence and was in police custody. This was Trevon's first time meeting the Multitude. He showed off his jewelry
and made it known that he was worth six figures. He even spoke about Macio and laughed at his charges he was arrested
on. The Multitude didn’t take that well and they began to plot on Trevon. 

Frenemy

Everything was going smoothly with the out of town operations, until a transporter took it upon himself to find his own
customers. This led to his arrest. He got caught with product and ultimately served time in prison. I decided to go and get
my CDL, while maintaining the operations. In 6weeks, I accomplished my goal of getting my CDL, and moved from
Robbie's house to my own apartment. Then there was another tragic incident. 

Trevon's mother passed away in a car accident. She was hit by a truck driver. Now we both began to smoke, drink, and
shop excessively to get over the pain. Trevon and I decided to go out to the club one day to "get the love". We were shining
that night and I was wearing $10,000 worth of jewelry. A female tripped and kissed me on my lips, that’s' how much I was
shining. Towards the end of the night, a shooting began in the club. Once I made it outside the club, I saw Trevon
handcuffed on his knees. There was a crowd of officers. As I began walking up the officers told me to back up. I didn’t
listen and kept walking forward. Trevon told the officers I was his brother. “That's his brother, arrest him too”, someone
yelled out.

After being handcuffed I was grabbed by my neck firmly. I shook away and told the officer to get his hands off of my neck.
The officer then grabbed my neck until I couldn’t breathe and slammed me on my side. I got up and approached the
officer that attacked me. I told him to take the handcuffs off and I would beat his ass. He began to spray me with pepper
spray. Once I arrived in the holding cell, the officer that attacked me, approached me again. My eyes were still burning
from the pepper spray and I could not open them. He asked me for all my property. We made the news that night. The
next day was a sharp pain in my side when I woke up. My ribs were fractured. We were questioned and a few hours later
released. I never saw my jewelry again. 
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After my fractured rib recovery, Trevon and I linked up. I received an unexpected call. It was Macio. He said he just got out
and he had some product he wanted me to take a look at. Trevon and I met up with Macio in Trevon's new Mercedes truck.
About a month later, I received a suspicious call from Macio as I had just left Trevon's home. He was asking about my
whereabouts and then rushed off the phone. 30 minutes later, Trevon called me and said someone just robbed him for
$30,000. A couple weeks later I received another crazy call from Trevon. He said that he was following a van that he
spotted leaving his driveway, and that one of the passengers was a member of the Multitude. I stayed on the phone while
he followed them and fired shots. These situations put me a tough position. I knew that it was his cockiness that got him
targeted by the Multitude. He believed me when I told him that I had nothing to do with him getting robbed. We kept
getting to the money. Margaret's car broke down, and she insisted that I take the drive to visit her out of town, because she
needed product. I decided to go. Once I arrived, I noticed the area was swarmed with law enforcement. I met with
Margaret and left immediately. It felt like every corner I turned, law enforcement was staring me down. I told myself that I
was done with this out of town business for a while.

Trevon's connect fronted him with the largest package of product he had ever seen. He wasn’t happy with my decision to
stop the out of town business. He couldn’t get rid of the product as fast as I could. After two weeks of pressure, I agreed to
help Trevon get rid of the product and go out of town despite my instincts. It was that same instinct that told me to brace
myself when I got into the car accident. It was that same instinct to leave my pistol in the house when the police searched
under my hood. I should've listened to myself because that day, I was pulled over and caught with the product. 

Focus

This was different from the last time I was in prison. This time the Correctional Officers were in control of the facility
instead of the inmates. My cellmate was a giant. I did not feel comfortable in the cell with him, so I did the only action
possible in order to get out of the cell. I made myself regurgitate. My cellmate got up and tried to get the attention of the
Correction Officers. “Hey this guy is sick” he yelled out. There was a group known as "The Turtles". They were combat
trained officers that showed up when inmates did not cooperate. They would come in, beat the inmate down, and drag the
inmate away. This is exactly what they did to my cellmate because he continued to yell out, after being told to be quiet.
Fifteen years in prison was what I was facing. Due to excessive splurging, I didn’t have enough money to pay my bond. I
made a call to Trevon and ensured him I would take care of Macio for what he had done to him, in exchange for him
helping me get out of prison. I told him what he wanted to hear knowing that I had no intentions to harm Macio. After a
long week, Trevon paid my $12,000 bond. 

I followed the advice of fellow inmates and hired a popular attorney in that area. I was assured that if I stayed out of
trouble I would “be ok”. I made a promise to myself that if I got out of this situation that I would change my lifestyle. 
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After my release I began to sell marijuana instead of crack, and I conducted business cautiously. I knew that one more
mistake would entail prison time. Shortly after my release, I received a settlement for my daughter's death. With this I was
able to pay Trevon his money back in full. Two weeks after paying him back, I received a call from Trevon. He was in the
hospital. Some goons attempted to break in his house again, but this time he was home. He had gotten grazed by a bullet
on the side of his head from an altercation stemming from the burglary. The law enforcement investigated the scene and
found product in his home. He was sent straight to prison after being released from the hospital. He was short on his bond
money, and I was happy to return the favor and loan him what he needed. 

I was informed by my girlfriend that she was pregnant. I need to make sure that I stayed out of trouble because I had a
child coming into this world that I needed to be there for. I decided to move to North Carolina while I was fighting my case.
My father owned a Tree Removal Company, so I worked for him. I would travel from North Carolina and Chicago whenever
it was time for court.

I never informed the Multitude that I knew what they had done to Trevon. In the meantime, Trevon developed a new team
known as FAF. He needed money so he began to rob with his team. At the end of my case, I was sentenced to boot camp
for four months. In boot camp I stayed on the top bunk. One day a cellmate that slept next to me on the top needed to
use the restroom. There was a specific procedure that needed to be executed in order to use the latrine. He was not
successful in executing the procedure properly and he got “smoked”. This is when an inmate is ordered to do different
workouts at a fast pace while screaming cadences. “One two three, One two three..." is all I heard for the next few minutes.
When he came back, he inquired about the tattoo on my arm of my daughter. After explaining what happened to my
daughter something strange happened. He began to have a seizure. He looked at me and took his last breath while falling
off the bunk. There was not much concern of the Correction Officers for the inmate’s death. The next day we were back to
our normal routine. I had suspicion about my girlfriend when I stopped receiving letters. My daughter was born while I was
serving time.  

Upon my release, I was tempted to go back to the streets. It was the only place I knew where I can make quick money. FAF
was hustling and robbing, but I wasn’t about that life anymore. I made a promise to myself to change my lifestyle, and
didn't want to break it. I was too smart to go back to prison after all I had been through. I wanted to utilize my CDL that I
had so I reached out to the only truck driver I knew. It happened to be the same member of the Multitude that Trevon
caught breaking into his home and he shot at. After receiving a Class A CDL, there is still a training process that one must
go through. He agreed to train me. For two months I rode with him on his truck but he did little training. It was clear that I
was being used for a ride to work. The owner of the company would pay me every week but it only covered gas. After
several complaints I made to the owner he decided to train me himself. The training lasted for a couple of weeks, until the
owner hired someone with experience to fill the job I was training for. 
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Dedication

My relationship got worst because of financial and trust issues so we decided to separate. Even though we were separated
she didn’t want to let me go completely. I felt like she knew that I would get back on my feet soon, so she wanted to lead
me on until that time came. I had a feeling something wasn’t right, so I decided to surprise her. I knew she was home,
because her car was there, but she was not answering my calls. I kicked the door in and there was another man in the bed
with her. I grabbed her gun from the window seal and put it under the man’s chin. He pissed on himself and I put him out
in his underwear. Then I left. I felt like I needed to see this with my own eyes for closure. I continued fighting my urges to
go to the street.

I kept applying for jobs but nothing worked. I ended up being hired at a Tree Removal Company. After the first month
passed I received a call from my Truck Driver friend. He told me that the guy who took my job got into a bad accident and
totaled the truck. The owner of the company told him to give me a call in regards to a job opportunity. He gave me the
number of a company that was hiring. Since I didn’t have enough experience, my friend assisted me with the answers I
needed to get hired. I followed his instructions and was hired as a truck driver.

Since I lied to get the job things started out very rough. There was certain things I was expected to know but I didn’t. After
the first week, the owner asked me, “How long have I been doing this?” At this point there was no need to lie so I came
clean. “I’ve actually never done this before”, is what I replied. He was infuriated but he allowed me to keep my job. He
made it clear that whatever equipment I damaged I would have to pay for. For the next year I spent almost every day in
the truck. I used the same mentality I had when I was in the streets selling product. I didn’t believe in off days. I went so
hard at times that the owners would have to tell me to stop working and go home. 

Finale

One day it was a winter storm and I was given the option by my employer to work or stay home. The heat went out in the
truck during the storm but I kept working. When I finally made it home I received a call from the owner. When I answered
the phone I heard screaming. He blamed me for breaking a mirror on the truck. I denied my employers accusations and
the employer did not believe me. I got so frustrated I told him, “Fuck you, I quit. I'm on my way to return the keys and
gather my belongings from the truck”.

When I pulled up, the owner embraced me with a hug. By then, he realized I was telling the truth. This was the first time
we had a chance to get to know each other. He told me that he once sold product, and his story growing up was similar to
mine, so it intrigued me. At the time he was the owner of ten trucks. I thought to myself if he could do it then I could do it
also. From that moment he became my mentor.



How I Manifested A Successful Reality 

At one point I owed $10,000 in damages. I worked every day until it was paid off. Oftentimes I would sleep on the
steering wheel.

I told Trevon about my dreams of having a truck company and he laughed. I didn’t let that deter me from my dream but I
utilized his laughter as motivation. I didn’t know how I would accomplish this but it would be done.

I was awarded,  “Driver Of The Month”, every month. One of my coworkers named Joseph inquired about the level of
production that I was executing. I told him that I just put the work in. I told him about my dream to have my own truck
company. He told me about a guy who leases trucks. At this point I had been applying at different companies that leased
trucks but I was denied every time. He introduced me to Paul and he helped me get started as an owner operator/
business owner. The year was now 2012. I never looked back at the street life, I had too much to lose. 

Outcomes

Rachel did 10yrs in prison for a murder. 

Ralo did one year in prison and after he was release he became a Hebrew Israelite. 

Macio got incarcerated for an illegal firearm and received 10 years. 

Trevon also went to prison and received thirty years for selling product.

 

#1 Know exactly what you want. This is very important.

#2 Say it out loud.

#3 Visualize it as if you already have it.

#4 Put the work in for a prolonged period of time, and the Universe conspire in your favor.

#5 Never listen to others that say you cannot do it. You are here to carry out the agenda that is in your DNA. Learn to
listen to your body because it will never lie to you. When something is not right for you, your soul will reject it and try to
warn you in many different ways. Pay close attention to how things make you feel and the emotions they bring up. 

5 WAYS TO MANIFEST A SUCCESSFUL REALITY



How I Manifested A Successful Reality 

Part 2 will cover synchronicity, metaphysics, relationships, business, and much more! Thanks for reading.


